Practical Tips in Finding the Evidence

This textbook empowers allied health clinicians in sourcing and implementing research evidence into their clinical practice. It has universal application across any medical field or industry, as the procedures for accessing evidence-based information translate across all arenas.

Written by 22 authors from Australia, the Philippines and New Zealand, this innovative textbook is a unique product from the International Centre for Allied Health Evidence, a University of South Australia research centre and member of the Sansom Institute.

Practical Tips in Finding the Evidence is a step by step guide for clinicians and students. Readers will be guided through the following processes:

- Framing a clinical question
- Sourcing research evidence
- Evaluating evidence for quality and validity
- Implementing research into clinical practice (demonstrated through practical examples and case studies).

These techniques can be applied to any clinical case, at any time, by any student or allied health clinician, using freely available research literature sources.

More information on this resource and order forms are available on the CAHE website www.unisa.edu.au/cahe/Textbook/Default.asp